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Broken arms are one of the most common problems in eyeglasses

along with scratches and bending. Most of the people in such a

situation tend to throw out the old glasses and purchase a new one.

But with some easy tips, you can                                      broken arms and

continue using it without any problems.

Missing Screw

In most of the cases, eyeglass arms get separated by the missing of

screws. A replacement screw is the simple solution of the problem.

You can buy new screws from your local optical shop or remove

them from an old pair frame of glasses. 

In case of any missing screws, add new ones and

tighten the old ones as well with the help of

screwdriver.
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With Super Glue

First clean the parts of  arm with water and and dry them before

glue them together.

Once the edges of arm completely dry, apply bonding

glue on the both parts and position the hinge perfectly,

letting it rest for some time so that it has the time to

settle.
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With Toothpick

In case you do not have the kit and is in search of a quick fix that

can prove to be helpful, then toothpick is a great idea.

Perfectly align the hinges of the eyeglass so that

the holes are overlapping. Once that is done, you

would need to push the toothpick through the hole

until you see that it is being held together firmly.

break off the remaining part of the toothpick

sticking out and it is all good to go.
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